
• ANN were considerably more accurate predictors of 
virologic response than rules-based systems with all 
three test sets, explaining 32-80% of the variance in ∆VL 
vs 0-31%

• The results suggest that ANN may have considerable 
utility as treatment decision-making tools, particularly in 
salvage situations.

Conclusions

RDI test set

Correlations between ANN predictions and actual ∆VL values for the RDI 
test set gave a committee average r2 value of 0.80. The average absolute 
difference between predicted and actual ∆VL was 0.38 log. 

Stanford Mutation Scores (SMS), which are close to being a continuous 
variable, correlated with actual ∆VL with an r2 of 0.24.  The total/normalised 
GSS scores correlated with actual  ∆VL with r2 values of 0.22/0.20 (Stanford), 
0.31/0.29 (ANRS) and 0.19/0.20 (Rega).   

The correlations are illustrated in the scatterplots in Figure 1.  Total rather than 
normalised GSS scores are presented since they generally correlated better 
with virologic response.
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•  HIV drug resistance is a major cause of failure of highly active 
antiretroviral therapy (HAART)

• Genotyping with rules-based interpretation is commonly used to predict the 
virologic responses available from alternative antiretroviral combinations 
and help select the optimum HAART regimen for the individual 

• Our previous studies demonstrated that artificial neural networks (ANN) 
can predict virologic response to combination therapy from genotype and 
baseline viral load.  

• Here we compare directly the accuracy and utility of these approaches by 
comparing ANN predictions with genotypic sensitivity scores (GSS) and 
mutation scores from rules-based systems in terms of correlations with 
actual virologic responses (∆VL).

• A committee of 5 ANN models was trained using back propagation 
to predict ∆VL from baseline input data from 2,983 treatment change 
episodes (TCEs)

• The following input variables were used in the training: 55 resistance 
mutations, drugs in new regimen, baseline viral load and time to follow-up. 

• The ANN were tested using three sets of 25 randomly-selected 
independent TCEs from:

 1.  The RDI database (clinical cohort data from multiple sources)

 2.  The Royal Free Hospital (clinical cohort data)

 3.  The PhenGen clinical trial of genotyping vs phenotyping

• The accuracy of the ANN was assessed by providing the models with the 
input variables from the independent test TCEs and correlating the ANN’s 
predictions (the average of the predictions of the committee of 5 ANN 
models for each TCE) with the actual ∆VL values. 

• Total and normalized GSS were derived for the 25 test TCEs using 
Stanford (HIVdb 4.1.2), ANRS (v2004.09) and Rega (v6.2) rules-based 
interpretation systems via the Stanford web site*. 

• The GSS were calculated by assigning 0 where the rules indicated 
the virus would be ‘sensitive’ to a drug, 0.5 for ‘intermediate’ and 1 for 
‘resistant’.  The scores were then added for all the drugs in the regimen 
for the total GSS and then divided by the number of drugs to give a 
number between 0 and 1 for the normalised GSS.

• Stanford also awards points for each mutation according to the impact on 
susceptibility to each drug and these scores, which closely approximate to 
a continuous variable, were used as an additional resistance measure 

• The GSS and ‘Stanford mutation’ scores (SMS) were correlated with 
actual ∆VL for the test TCEs.

*   These were the versions of the systems that were available via the Stanford web site at the time of the study.  Newer versions have 
subsequently been made available.
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Royal Free Hospital test set

• Correlations between ANN predictions and actual ∆VL values gave a 
committee average r2 value of 0.39. The average absolute difference 
between predicted and actual ∆VL was 0.58 log. 

• SMS correlated with actual ∆VL with an r2 of 0.00.  The total/normalised 
GSS scores correlated with actual  ∆VL with r2 values of 0.00/0.01 
(Stanford), 0.04/0.04 (ANRS) and 0.04/0.04 (Rega).  

• The correlations are illustrated in the scatterplots in Figure 2.  

Figure 1: Correlations with actual ∆VL: RDI test data set

PhenGen clinical trial test set

• Correlations (r2) with actual ∆VL values were 0.32 for ANN; 0.16 for SMS 
and for the total/normalised GSS, 0.12/0.09 (Stanford), 0.10/0.07 (ANRS) 
and 0.24/0.20 (Rega).  The correlations are illustrated in the scatterplots 
in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Correlations with actual ∆VL: Royal Free test data set

Figure 3: Correlations with actual ∆VL: PhenGen clinical trial test set
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Correlations between the rules systems were substantial (r2 = 0.41-0.93), 
highlighting their similarity. Correlations between the rules systems and the 
ANN were mostly fairly weak and inconsistent in direction (r2 = 0.00-0.39).

• The GSS are not truly continuous variables, which may have reduced the 
size of correlations somewhat 

• Nevertheless, the extent of the superiority of the ANN correlations and 
the fact that the SMS closely approximate a continuous variable suggests 
that ANN trained with genotype, baseline viral load and time to follow-
up are  superior to rules-based genotype interpretation as a predictor of 
virologic response

• As with previous studies, the ANN were more accurate predicting 
virologic responses for patients from clinics that have provided data used 
in training the ANN than for those from ‘unseen’ clinics. 

• Rules-based predictions of response for the Royal Free data were 
particularly poor. Inspection of these data indicate that there were 
virologic responses despite the presence of numerous primary resistance 
mutations. The apparent superiority of the ANN in these cases suggests 
they may be more able to predict partial responses in the context of high 
level genotypic resistance.
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